
Big Dipper
The Big Dipper (also known as the Plough) is an asterism consisting of the seven

brightest stars of the constellation Ursa Major. Four define a "bowl" or "body" and three

define a "handle" or "head". It is recognized as a distinct grouping in many cultures. The

North Star (Polaris), the current northern pole star and the tip of the handle of the Little

Dipper, can be located by extending an imaginary line from Big Dipper star Merak (β)

through Dubhe (α). This makes it useful in celestial navigation.

Engagement Ring
The Engagement Ring: Through binoculars, the North Star (Polaris)
seems to be the brightest on a small ring of stars. Not a constellation or
cluster, this asterism looks like a diamond engagement ring on which
Polaris shines brightly as the diamond.

Little Dipper
Constellation Ursa Minor is colloquially known in the US as the Little Dipper, because its

seven brightest stars seem to form the shape of a dipper (ladle or scoop). The star at the

end of the dipper handle is Polaris, the North Star. Polaris can also be found by following a

line through two stars in Ursa Major—Alpha and Beta Ursae Majoris—that form the end of

the 'bowl' of the Big Dipper, for 30 degrees (three upright fists at arms' length) across the

night sky.

Kitt Peak Nightly Observing Program
Splendors of the Universe on YOUR Night!
Many pictures are links to larger versions. 
Click here for the “Best images of the OTOP” Gallery and more information.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/b/b6/BigDipper-guide.PNG
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/Polaris-engagement-ring-David-Ratledge_ST_edited-1-480x360.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/ce/Ursa_Major_-_Ursa_Minor_-_Polaris.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/Prog/bestImages.php


Summer Triangle
The Summer Triangle is an asterism involving a triangle drawn on the
northern hemisphere's celestial sphere. Its defining vertices are the stars
Altair, Deneb, and Vega, which are the brightest stars in the
constellations Aquila, Cygnus, and Lyra, respectively.

Teapot
The brightest stars in the zodiac constellation Sagittarius form the shape
of a teapot, complete with lid, handle, and spout. The plane of the Milky
Way runs through Sagittarius, and just over the spout and lid of the
teapot, making it look as if steam is rising from the spout of the teapot.
The center of our Milky Way galaxy is in the direction of this starry steam.

Andromeda
Andromeda was the princess of myth who was sacrificed by her parents
to the sea monster Cetus. Fortunately, the hero Perseus came along to
save her, and they were eventually married. The constellation
Andromeda is host to the Andromeda Galaxy. Although there are smaller,
dwarf galaxies that are closer to our galaxy, Andromeda is the closest big
galaxy like our own; in fact, it’s bigger.

Clouds
Darn! These pesky intruders have annoyed astronomers for millennia.
Kitt Peak usually has clear skies; call us at (520) 318-8726 and join us
again some time.

http://kittpeak.cacheton.net:6480/resources/images/user_uploads/Quick%20Summer%20Triangle%20Shop.png
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3a/Sagittarius-teapot-asterism.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/87/Andromeda_IAU.svg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/clouds.gif


Milky Way
That clumpy band of light is evidence that we live in a disk-shaped
galaxy. Its pale glow is light from about 200 billion suns!

Your Telescope Operator and Guide. Thank you for joining me this
evening! See you soon!!

The web page for the program in which you just participated is at Nightly Observing Program. Most of the above
images were taken as part of the Overnight Telescope Observing Program. For more information on this unique
experience please visit Overnight Telescope Observing Program. 
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http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/MilkyWay_small.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/Prog/nop.php
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/Prog/oto.php

